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Abstract. We analyze the possibility of realizing inflation with a subsequent dS vacuum in
the Ka¨hler uplifting scenario. The inclusion of several quantum corrections to the 4d effective
action evades previous no-go theorems and allows for construction of simple and successful
models of string inflation. The predictions of several benchmark models are in accord with
current observations, i.e., a red spectral index, negligible non-gaussianity, and spectral distor-
tions similar to the simplest models of inflation. A particularly interesting subclass of models
are “left-rolling” ones, where the overall volume of the compactified dimensions shrinks dur-
ing inflation. We call this phenomenon “inflation by deflation” (IBD), where deflation refers
to the internal manifold. This subclass has the appealing features of being insensitive to
initial conditions, avoiding the overshooting problem, and allowing for observable running
α ∼ 0.012 and enhanced tensor-to-scalar ratio r ∼ 10−5. The latter results differ significantly
from many string inflation models.
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1 Introduction
Cosmology of the very early Universe has seen a spectacular transition from being a largely
speculative endeavor before the mid-90s into becoming the subject of high-reliability and in-
creasingly precision observations. This success is largely based on systematic scans for type
IA supernovae (SN) and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation. The Hub-
ble space telescope finally yielded reliable estimates for the present-day Hubble parameter
H0 = 73.8±2.4 km s−1Mpc−1 [1, 2]. Next, systematic type IA SN observations led to the de-
tection of a form of dark energy compatible with an extremely tiny (∼ 10−122M4P) yet positive
cosmological constant, which drives late-time accelerated expansion of the Universe [3, 4].
Finally, precision observations of the CMB by the space-based satellite probes WMAP [5]
and PLANCK [6, 7] as well as the ground-based telescopes ACT [8] and SPT [9, 10] led
to a concordance model of observational cosmology. The ‘essence’ of this host of observa-
tions is consistent with certain simple features of our observed Universe. We live to a good
approximation (sub-%-level) in a spatially flat FLRW universe undergoing accelerated late-
time expansion driven by dark energy. The CMB provides increasingly precise hints from its
power-spectrum of 10−5-level thermal fluctuations that the very early Universe was subject
to an earlier and extremely rapid phase of accelerated expansion driven by the vacuum energy
of a slowly-rolling scalar field, called inflation (see e.g. [11] for a recent review).
This progress of the last 15 years forced candidate theories for a fundamental unifica-
tion of quantum mechanics with Einstein gravitation, such as string theory, to accommodate
both an extremely tiny positive cosmological constant and the dynamics of slow-roll inflation
for the very early Universe. In particular, string theory solutions are typically subject to a
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requirement of 10 dimensions of space-time. The six extra dimensions hence need compact-
ification on manifolds with sub-nuclear radii. This leads to an extremely large number of
possible string theory vacua due to the very large number of compact manifolds and their
deformation modes which appear as 4d scalar ‘moduli’ fields. Crucial progress towards de-
scribing late-time and early-time (quasi) de Sitter (dS) stages of positive vacuum energy in
string theory involved the construction of string vacua with complete stabilization of all ge-
ometrical moduli fields and controllable supersymmetry breaking, largely in type IIB string
theory (see e.g. [12, 13] for a review), and more recently also in heterotic string theory [14].
This led to the appearance of an exponentially large landscape of isolated dS vacua in string
theory [15].
Within these constructions of string theory dS vacua inflation must then arise from a flat
region of the moduli scalar potential supporting the criteria of slow-roll. Recent years have
seen a large body of work realizing models of inflation in type IIA/IIB string theory which
utilize either D-brane positions, volume or Ka¨hler moduli, or axions arising from higher-
dimensional gauge-fields in string theory as inflaton scalar fields (see e.g. [16–18] for very
recent reviews).
Most of the type IIB string inflation models constructed so far invoked mechanisms of
moduli stabilization involving either the KKLT mechanism [19] or the Large Volume Scenario
(LVS) [20, 21]. All mechanisms invoke three-form fluxes to stabilize the complex structure
moduli and type IIB axio-dilaton. KKLT then uses non-perturbative effects to stabilize the
volume moduli in a supersymmetric AdS minimum. An additional supersymmetry breaking
sector (e.g. an anti-D3-brane, or a matter sector providing F-, or F- and D-terms) provides
an uplift to dS. The Large Volume Scenario uses an interplay between non-perturbative
effects and the leading O(α′3) correction to the Ka¨hler potential of the volume moduli [22]
to generate a supersymmetry breaking AdS minimum for these moduli at exponentially large
volume. Inclusion of D-terms can change these LVS vacua directly to dS [23, 24]. There is
another mechanism called “Ka¨hler uplifting” capable of generating controlled and reasonably
explicit dS vacua for type IIB Calabi-Yau orientifold flux compactifications [25–27]. Like LVS,
Ka¨hler uplifting uses an interplay between non-perturbative effects and the leading O(α′3)
correction to the Ka¨hler potential of the volume moduli. However, the F-term of the overall
volume modulus provided by the O(α′3) correction is sufficient to directly generate dS vacua.
In this paper we construct models of volume modulus inflation in single-Ka¨hler modulus
examples of Ka¨hler uplifted dS vacua. We find that a single non-perturbative effect cannot
support both successful inflation and a graceful exit, while it is sufficient for dS volume
stabilization. Consequently, we extend our discussion to examples involving a racetrack of
two non-perturbative effects. Using this extension we succeed in uncovering several regimes
where the scalar potential of the volume modulus develops a local slow-roll flat saddle point
or inflection point driving slow-roll inflation with a graceful exit into the nearby dS minimum
of the volume modulus.
All our examples rely on the ability to tune the type IIB Gukov-Vafa-Witten type flux
superpotential and the complex structure dependent instanton prefactors for providing a
narrow sub-Planckian field range where the slow-roll conditions are satisfied. Consequently,
the classical phase space of initial conditions for the volume modulus conducive to entering
slow-roll inflation in this narrow field range is parametrically small compared to models of
monomial large-field inflation. Hence, our models realize the general notion of ‘accidental
inflation’ [28] in the concrete setting of Ka¨hler uplifted dS vacua. For a discussion of the origi-
nal accidental inflation model in the KKLT/KL landscape scenario, i.e., without perturbative
corrections and using an external uplifting sector, see [29].
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The discussion proceeds as follows. In section 2 we recall the general structure of the
effective action for the moduli from type IIB Calabi-Yau orientifold flux compactifications,
and the role α′-corrections to the volume moduli Ka¨hler potential are playing in satisfying
the dS/inflation condition on the sectional curvature of the Ka¨hler potential [30, 31]. We
then briefly review the possible CMB observables which may be used to discriminate between
inflationary models using e.g. the PLANCK data.
In section 3 we start with a general argument of continuity, stating that the existence of
Ka¨hler uplifted dS vacua does imply the existence of slow-roll inflationary saddle or inflection
points. However, the second non-perturbative effect of a racetrack setup is necessary to pro-
vide the simultaneous co-existence of slow-roll inflation and a dS minimum for a graceful exit
from inflation. Analyzing the combination of Ka¨hler uplifting with a racetrack superpotential
for the volume modulus, we find three regimes of accidental modulus inflation:
• Inflation is driven by the volume modulus on a local saddle/inflection point. During
slow-roll the volume slowly increases (the CY ‘inflates’).
• Inflation is driven by the volume modulus on a local saddle/inflection point. During
slow-roll the volume slowly decreases (the CY ‘deflates’).1 By tuning we can arrange
this situation to generate an approximate discrete symmetry providing for hill-top
model of inflation described to leading order by an inverted quartic potential V =
V0(1 − λφ4T ) with a field range ∆φT ∼ 0.3MP for the canonically normalized inflaton
field somewhat larger than for typical accidental inflation setups. This in turn allows us
to enhance the tensor-to-scalar ratio to levels of r ∼ 10−5. The achievable enhancement
of r is bounded by the amount of running α . 0.01 of the spectral index ns allowed
by data (see e.g. [33–35] where similarly the r-enhancement is bounded by the allowed
running α.)
• Inflation is driven by a combination of the volume modulus and its C4 RR-form axion
partner on one of two local symmetrically arranged saddle/inflection points.
In all examples the orthogonal direction to the inflationary trajectory is parametrically
heavy, so they are effectively single-field models and exhibit negligible non-gaussianity and
isocurvature perturbations. We finally include the effects of a recently discussed O(α′2)-
correction to the volume moduli Ka¨hler potential [36] into our analysis. Consistent with [37]
we find that our models can tolerate the presence of this new correction if either the coefficient
of the correction k . 1, or if we used significantly larger gauge groups for the racetrack
superpotential for moving both the inflationary region and the dS minimum to larger volumes.
Moreover, we note a replacement of [36], cf. [38], which highlighted the fact that the new
O(α′2)-correction appears to be an artefact which can be removed by a non-trivial field
redefinition. This case, k = 0, is covered by our models of sections 3.1-3.3.
Finally, we conclude in section 4, while we relegate some technical details and a discus-
sion of the recently found Ka¨hler uplifted racetrack dS minimum of [39] to the appendices A,
and B, respectively.
1See e.g. the model of fibre inflation [32] for one of the very few other models where the CY volume ‘deflates’
during inflation.
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2 Ka¨hler moduli stabilization and inflation
2.1 4d effective action from type IIB flux compactifications
In generic compactifications of type IIB string theory with three-form fluxes and D7-branes
the classical 4d Ka¨hler potential for Ka¨hler moduli Ti, i = 1,. . ., h
1,1, and dilaton S reads
[22, 40]
K = −2 ln Vˆ − ln (S + S¯) , (2.1)
in units where MP = 1. Here, S = e
−φ + iC0 denotes the type IIB axio-dilaton, and
Vˆ = ∫X3 J ∧ J ∧ J is the volume of the internal Calabi-Yau threefold X3 with Ka¨hler form
J . This volume is a function of the two-cycle volumes vi,
Vˆ = 1
6
κijkvˆivˆj vˆk = γ
(
T + T
) 3
2 , (2.2)
where κijk is the triple intersection number of the two-cycles whose volume is parameterized
by ti = vi+ ibi, with vˆi = vie
−φ/2. The last equality in eq. (2.2) holds for the simple case of a
single complex Ka¨hler modulus T = t+ iτ , which we assume throughout this paper.2 In this
case γ is given by the triple self-intersection κ of the two-cycle as γ =
√
2
3
√
κ
. Furthermore, we
assume that all complex structure moduli have been stabilized by fluxes [41].
In order to stabilize the remaining Ka¨hler modulus we employ quantum corrections to
the Ka¨hler potential as well as non-perturbative contributions to the superpotential. The
latter, in our case, is given by
W = W0 +
n∑
i=1
Ai e
−aiT , (2.3)
where W0 is the vev of the Gukov-Vafa-Witten superpotential [42] determined by fluxes, and
the non-perturbative terms are generated by gaugino condensation on stacks of D-branes
wrapping the four-cycle parameterized by T . The parameters Ai are determined by fluxes
and chosen to be real, and the ai are given by ai =
2pi
Ni
, where Ni is the rank of the i-th
condensed gauge group.
For the Ka¨hler potential, we consider two different types of quantum corrections. First,
the well-established α′3 corrections derived in [22, 40]. Second, we take a recently discussed
α′2 correction into account [36], which will be dubbed GSW correction. Although the impact
of this correction on the 4d Ka¨hler potential is under dispute after a recent replacement of
the original paper, cf. [38], we include it into our discussion. Even if it can be removed
via a non-trivial redefinition of the Ka¨hler coordinates, a different correction with a similar
leading-order behavior, for example a string-loop correction, could be present. Thus, the
following discussion may still be instructive.
Stemming from a higher-derivative correction to the M-theory action, one such α′2
correction for the 4d low-energy effective action of type IIB has been argued to arise using
M-/F-Theory duality and then taking Sen’s orientifold limit. The original result corresponded
to a quantum correction to the volume of X3,
Vˆq = Vˆ − 5
64
VD7∩O7 , (2.4)
2In general, the four-cycle volumes, i.e., the real parts of the Ka¨hler moduli are defined by Re Ti =
∂Vˆ
∂vi
.
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where VD7∩O7 = 8
∫
X3
c21(B3) ∧ JB3 . Here, c1(B3) and JB3 are the first Chern class and the
Ka¨hler form of the F-theory base manifold B3, respectively.
Thus, after integrating out the dilaton supersymmetrically, the full Ka¨hler potential is
given by
K = −2 ln
(
Vˆq + ξˆ
2
)
, (2.5)
with ξˆ = ξ(S0 + S¯0)
3
2 in terms of the dilaton vev S0. For our specific case of a single Ka¨hler
modulus, this translates to
K = −2 ln
[√
T + T
(
(T + T )− 15
8
k2
)
+
ξˆ
2
]
, (2.6)
where
k =
1√
3
[∫
B3
c1(B3) ∧ c1(B3) ∧ c1(B3)
] 1
3
∈ R . (2.7)
After integrating out S, the full F-term scalar potential is determined by eq. (2.3) and eq. (2.6)
as follows,3
V = eK
(
KTTDTWDTW − 3|W |2
)
. (2.8)
Note that V is invariant under the following rescaling,
ξˆ −→ λ 32 ξˆ , ai −→ ai
λ
, Ai −→ λ 32Ai , W0 −→ λ 32W0 , t −→ λt , k −→ λ 12k , (2.9)
for any λ ∈ R. Since the slow-roll predictions discussed below are not altered by this
rescaling, we can in principle generate a large number of models at any desired value of t.
This, however, comes at the potential price of unrealistically large gauge group ranks.
2.2 No-go theorem and large volume expansion
Determining if a model with scalar potential eq. (2.8) can accommodate inflation and subse-
quently produce a de Sitter minimum is a non-trivial task. A classical string tree-level Ka¨hler
potential of the form K = −A ln (T + T ) generically produces an AdS minimum [43]. A dS
minimum can only be achieved by invoking some kind of uplifting mechanism, like inserting
anti-D3-branes as in KKLT [19], or a D-term uplifting mechanism as proposed in [44]. More
recently, the general case of 0 ≤ A ≤ 3 has been investigated in [45–47], resulting in a no-go
theorem for both inflation and the existence of a dS minimum in the absence of an uplifting
term, for any holomorphic superpotential. This has been formulated as necessary conditions
for inflation and dS vacua in [30, 31].4 In particular, the sectional curvature of field space
has to fulfill
Rij¯mn¯f
if j¯fmf n¯ <
2
3
, f i =
Gi√
GiGi
, (2.10)
3Note that since we integrate out S, KTT is not the same as the inverse Ka¨hler metric of K = −2 ln (Vˆ+ ξ
2
)
with some constant ξ. However, the difference appears only at second order in ξ/Vˆ.
4Obviously, the condition and no-go theorems are relevant for supergravity in general, not necessarily string
derived/inspired models. For a specific example, see [48].
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in the inflationary region of field space or in the vicinity of the minimum for inflation or a dS
minimum to be possible, respectively. Here, Gi = Kij¯Dj¯W and G = K+ln |W |2. In a regime
where both α′ corrections are under control, meaning that ξˆ  Vˆ and k  t, expanding R
at large t yields
R =
2
3
+
5
32t2
(
5k4 − 7ξˆ
3
√
2γ
√
t
)
. (2.11)
Note that this expression is invariant under the rescaling (2.9). k is real, so the GSW
correction always contributes positively while the α′3 correction can contribute with either
sign. Thus, the new correction makes achieving inflation and/or a dS vacuum even more
challenging than before, cf. the discussion in [37]. The necessary condition requires the
bracketed expression to be negative, while k appears with fourth power compared to the
volume which grows mildly as
√
t ∼ Vˆ1/3. Therefore, after including the GSW correction the
volume has to be parametrically larger than in models without the correction. In the past,
suitable dS minima with ξˆ > 0 and k = 0 have been constructed [25, 26]. In section 3 we show
that both inflation and the existence of dS vacua are possible for certain superpotentials, with
ξˆ > 0 and even k 6= 0 in several benchmark models.
2.3 CMB observables of interest
Before discussing our benchmark models, let us review the most important cosmological
quantities to be calculated in each model. It is important to note that the full power spectrum
is the actual observable, and it is this quantity that should be compared to the data. The
usual slow-roll approximations are only simplified parameterizations, useful for a preliminary
examination of a model, after which a better statistical analysis is required to fully assess its
validity.
With a canonically normalized inflaton, we can introduce the usual slow-roll parameters of
the scalar potential [7],
 =
1
2
V ′2
V 2
, η =
V ′′
V
, ξ2 =
V ′V ′′′
V 2
, $3 =
V ′2V ′′′′
V 3
, (2.12)
where a prime denotes derivation with respect to the inflaton. Note that the higher order
slow-roll parameters ξ2 and $3 can have any sign, and superscripts are not powers but simply
denote the order of the slow-roll parameters. We choose this notation to be consistent with
the PLANCK collaboration [7] and previous literature. The slow-roll approximated power
spectrum P (k) is given by [7]
P (k) =
1
24pi2
V

. (2.13)
Moreover, the scalar spectral index ns, tensor to scalar ratio r, running of the spectral index
α, and the running of the running of the spectral index β can be expressed in terms of the
above slow-roll parameters as follows [7],
ns = 1 +
d lnP (k)
d ln k
≈ 1 + 2η − 6 ,
r = 16 ,
α =
dns
d ln k
≈ 16η − 242 − 2ξ2 ,
β =
d2ns
d ln k2
≈ −1923 + 1922η − 32η2 − 24ξ2 + 2ηξ2 + 2$3 . (2.14)
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Note that the correct expression for α has an overall minus sign compared to the expression
used in [7]. All of these CMB observables are evaluated 60 e-folds before the end of inflation,
and we refer to the corresponding field value as the CMB point. More specifically, the CMB
point is found by solving the equations of motion (A.4b), (A.5a), and (A.5b) numerically
with zero initial velocities. When running is significant, the above expression for ns has to
be evaluated to the next order in the slow-roll approximation, i.e.,
ns = 1 + 2η − 6+ 2
[
1
3
η2 + (8C − 1)η −
(
5
3
− C
)
2 −
(
C − 1
3
)
ξ2
]
, (2.15)
with C = −0.73 [49]. These expressions are the ones we use to calculate the observables of
our benchmark models in section 3, and we have verified our results using the full numerical
solution of the equations of motion.
CMB and large scale structure (LSS) observations only probe the wave-numbers
H0 . k . 1 Mpc−1 of the power spectrum, which correspond to the first ∼8.4 e-folds from
the CMB point. Constraints on smaller scales/larger wave-numbers play a crucial role in
further constraining inflationary models. In the early universe, the energy stored in small-
scale density perturbations is quickly dissipated by Silk damping, a process that generates
µ-type and y-type spectral distortions in the CMB black body spectrum. These signals are
within observational reach in the near future, for example, by PIXIE or PRISM [50, 51]. The
spectral distortions depend on the shape and amplitude of the primordial power spectrum
at wave-numbers 1 . k . 104 Mpc−1, which corresponds to e-folds 8.4 - 17.6 from the CMB
point. Therefore, they provide an important model independent constraint on the power
spectrum at scales inaccessible by the CMB and LSS observations.
Current constraints on spectral distortions are only upper bounds given by COBE/FIRAS
[52], ARCADE [53] and TRIS [54, 55], with µ . 6·10−5 and y . 1.5·10−5. PRISM is expected
to provide a 5σ detection of the µ-type (y-type) distortion if µ ' 5 · 10−9 (y ' 10−9) [51].
Such sensitivity corresponds to a definite detection in the case of constant ns with PLANCK
error bars [56]. For example, simple single-field models with ns = 0.96, α = β = 0 give
µ ' 1.4 ·10−8 and y ' 3.3 ·10−9. Enhancement of the power spectrum on the aforementioned
scales will increase the spectral distortions signal, making them a useful probe to test running
and running of running of ns.
Using the approximated expressions derived in [57], one can compute both types of
spectral distortions as integrals over k,
µ ≈ 2.2
∫ ∞
kmin
Pζ(k)
[
exp
(
− kˆ
5400
)
− exp
(
−
[
kˆ
31.6
]2)]
d ln k ,
y ≈ 0.4
∫ ∞
kmin
Pζ(k) exp
(
−
[
kˆ
31.6
]2)
d ln k , (2.16)
with Pζ(k) = 2pi
2 P (k)
k3
, kmin ≈ 1 Mpc−1, and kˆ = k Mpc.
3 Benchmark models
3.1 Inflation in the original Ka¨hler uplifting setup
We start our discussion by noting that achieving slow-roll inflation per se is easy in the original
setup of Ka¨hler uplifting. To see this we consider the original single-modulus example with
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-0.00001
0
0.00001
0.00002
0.00003
0.00004
x
VHxL C  3.58
C  3.65
C  3.76
C  3.87
C  3.97
Figure 1. The approximated scalar potential along the x = at direction for various values of
C (reproduced from [25] under CC BY Licence). Evidently, in the vicinity of C = 3.87 slow-roll
inflation from a flat hill-top or inflection point will arise. Fulfilling PLANCK constraints is much
more sensitive to W0 than finding generic extrema.
k = 0, ξˆ > 0 with a single non-perturbative contribution to the superpotential,
V = eK
(
KTT
[
WTWT + (WT ·WKT +WT ·WKT )
]
+ 3ξˆ
ξˆ2 + 7ξˆVˆ + Vˆ2
(Vˆ − ξˆ)(ξˆ + 2Vˆ)2 |W |
2
)
, (3.1)
where
K = −2 ln
(
Vˆ + ξˆ
2
)
, W = W0 +Ae
−aT . (3.2)
One can easily show that the Ka¨hler modulus axion τ is minimized at Vτ = 0 for τ =
npi
a for
integer values of n. According to the analysis performed in [25], in the large volume limit
ξˆ/Vˆ  1 and Ae−at  |W0|, the full potential for t and τ can be considerably simplified to
a two-term structure,
V (t, τ) ' −W0a
3A
2γ2
[
2C
9x9/2
− e
−x
x2
cos(aτ)
]
; C =
−27W0ξˆa3/2
64
√
2γA
, (3.3)
where x = at. This approximated potential has a meta-stable minimum at t ≈ 40 with the
following parameters,
a =
2pi
100
, W0 = −37.73 , A = 1 , γ =
√
3
2
√
5
, ξˆ = 7.98 . (3.4)
Evidently, the value of C determines the vacuum energy at the minimum [25]. The parameter
values above correspond to C ' 3.65, where a dS minimum arises with vacuum energy much
smaller than the potential barrier preventing run-away behavior, see figure 1.
Moreover, from the preceding discussion it is clear that for ξˆ = 0 the no-go theorem of
section 2.2 applies. Therefore, by changing C ∼W0ξˆ continuously, the AdS minimum evolves
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10 15 20 25 30
0
2.´10-7
4.´10-7
6.´10-7
8.´10-7
1.´10-6
t
V
(a) (b)
Figure 2. The scalar potential as a function of t for the single-field accidental model with k = 0 (a),
and for the two-field accidental model (b). In the first example the Ka¨hler modulus axion is stabilized
at τ = 0. The green and red dots mark the locations of the inflection point and the dS minimum,
respectively.
into a dS minimum and then into a dS inflection point as the threshold to run-away behavior.
Again by continuity, we can furthermore fulfill the slow-roll conditions   1 and |η|  1
in the vicinity of the value of C generating the dS inflection point. We finally note that
adjusting C is done by tuning W0 via the large type IIB flux discretuum. We consider ξˆ to
be fixed as it is defined by the Euler characteristic of a given Calabi-Yau and the desired range
of values of the string coupling by flux stabilization of S. Figure 1 displays this continuous
interpolation from an AdS minimum into an inflationary inflection point graphically.
3.2 Accidental inflation with k = 0
Achieving a stable dS minimum after inflation has ended is not possible using a single non-
perturbative term in the superpotential. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper we consider
a second gaugino condensate on the same four-cycle, such that
W = W0 +Ae
−aT +Be−bT . (3.5)
A very simple class of models realizing accidental inflation in string theory is described in [28].
There, one uses the above superpotential to generate an AdS KKLT-type SUSY minimum
neighboring a second supersymmetric KL-type AdS minimum [58]. Uplifting this scalar
potential with a separate SUSY breaking sector such as an anti-D3-brane led to accidental
inflation.
In the Ka¨hler uplifting scenario, a single-field model with τ stabilized at the origin is
obtained for parameter values
a =
2pi
12
, b =
2pi
41
, W0 = −7.73118337 , A = 1 , B = 0.1598 , ξˆ = 3.95 , (3.6)
and γ = 1. As illustrated in figure 2(a), V has an inflection point capable of supporting
inflation at t ≈ 10 and a subsequent dS minimum at tmin ≈ 14. Note that the barrier
separating the dS minimum from the Dine-Seiberg runaway direction is sufficiently high to
guarantee the necessary longevity of the universe. The above parameters were obtained by
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Parameter Single-field Two-field
ns 0.974 0.963
r 1.15 · 10−11 3.69 · 10−10
α −2.24 · 10−3 −1.93 · 10−3
β −2.91 · 10−5 −3.35 · 10−5
µ 1.74 · 10−8 2.36 · 10−8
y 2.44 · 10−9 2.99 · 10−9
(tCMB, τCMB) (9.947364, 0) (12.4436,±8.06801)
Table 1. Summary of cosmological parameters in the accidental inflation models with k = 0.
choosing the CMB point close to tCMB ∼ 10, as well as fixing the gauge group ranks and
γ = A = 1. Then, W0, B, ξˆ, and tmin are inferred by numerically solving the constraints
VT |t=tCMB ≈ 0 , η|t=tCMB ≈ −
1
200
, V |t=tmin ≈ 0 , VT |t=tmin ≈ 0 . (3.7)
Finally, the relevant cosmological observables evaluated at the CMB point are summarized
in table 1.
Using the same functional form of Ka¨hler potential and superpotential as in the previous
model, but choosing different parameter values gives rise to a very appealing two-field model.
Specifically,
a =
2pi
30
, b =
2pi
29
, W0 = −1.8041652 , A = 1 , B = −1.031703 , ξˆ = 1.3 , (3.8)
and γ =
√
3
20 . For this parameter choice the inflaton direction is a mixture of the real and
imaginary parts of T . Two inflection points supporting inflation are found to lie at t ≈ 12.4
and τ ≈ ±8.1. The subsequent dS minimum is located on the real axis at tmin ≈ 20.6. A
three-dimensional plot of V is depicted in figure 2(b). The relevant cosmological observables
are again summarized in table 1. Notice that in these models, as in all of our benchmark
models, the spectral distortion signals are detectable by PRISM. Moreover, the expected
PRISM sensitivity can actually distinguish between different small-field models, our class
and others [51].
3.3 Inflation by deflation
Remarkably, a slightly different set of parameters produces a single-field inflation model with
the novel feature of the inflaton slowly rolling to the left, i.e., the modulus rolls towards
smaller volumes during inflation. Henceforth, we call this type of model “inflation by de-
flation” (IBD), since exponential expansion of four-dimensional space-time is achieved by
shrinking the volume of the internal manifold.
This subclass of models avoids two major obstacles of previous string theory setups.
First, the overshooting problem simply does not exist since the inflaton rolls towards the
infinite barrier at t → 0. Second, inflation generically starts from a wide barrier between
the true dS vacuum and the run-away direction. The barrier is potentially flat enough to
guarantee eternal inflation and is insensitive to initial conditions. This allows for model
building with a large variety of predictions. In particular, a hilltop IBD model is obtained
by choosing
a =
2pi
12
, b =
2pi
37
, W0 = −3.876 , A = 1 , B = 0.161636 , ξˆ = 6.7 , (3.9)
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Figure 3. The scalar potential as a function of t for the hilltop IBD model with k = 0. The green
and red dots mark the approximate position of the hilltop and tmin, respectively.
Parameter Hilltop IBD model Observable running model
ns 0.965 0.953
r 5.17 · 10−6 1.67 · 10−5
α 4.72 · 10−3 0.012
β −1.63 · 10−4 −5.32 · 10−4
µ 2.02 · 10−8 2.79 · 10−8
y 2.45 · 10−9 2.81 · 10−9
tCMB 15.4175 15.5058
Table 2. Summary of cosmological parameters in the IBD models with inflation from a hilltop and
k = 0.
and γ = 1. The predictions of this model are summarized in table 2. The minimum is located
at tmin ≈ 9.3, and it is protected by an infinitely high barrier to the left. The corresponding
scalar potential as a function of t can be found in figure 3.
Curiously, in this class of models slightly tuning W0 to −3.817176, B to 0.161158, and
ξˆ = 6.77 produces a tensor-to-scalar ratio of up to r ∼ 10−5, which significantly differs from
the results of most string inflation models. However, this comes at the price of an increased
scale dependence of ns, which forbids raising r even further to an observable level. In a setup
with r ∼ 10−5, α can be as large as 0.012, cf. the summarized observables in table 2. We
remark that an enhanced scale dependence of the spectral index is a distinctive feature of
all models under consideration, presumably due to the exponential nature of the employed
superpotential. This becomes evident upon plotting ns as a function of N in comparison to
simple field theory models, as illustrated in figure 4.
3.4 Fine-tuning and initial conditions
The three types of inflation models discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3 are characteristic in their
general behavior of accidental inflation in the Ka¨hler uplifting scenario. Hence, we pause here
shortly to discuss some of their properties regarding fine-tuning and the question of initial
conditions. By fine-tuning we refer to the fractional tuning of the input parameters of the
scalar potential necessary to achieve slow-roll inflation.
Concerning the questions of fine-tuning and initial conditions, models of accidental
inflation split into two regimes — a hill-top and a down-hill inflection point regime. Both
regimes are continuously connected by varying |W0|, as explained in section 3.1.
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Figure 4. The spectral index ns as a function of the number of e-folds generated after tCMB , with
the PLANCK and PRISM regions of detection indicated. We compare the string-derived IBD model
to simple field theory hilltop models (a) V = 1 + a2φ
2 − anφn, and the string-derived accidental
inflation model to accidental field theory ones (b) V = 1− a1φ− anφn.
Fine-tuning Inflection point Hilltop IBD
|∆W0/W0| ∼ 10−9 ∼ 10−5
Table 3. Fine-tuning of the superpotential to achieve viable slow-roll inflation in the models presented
in sections 3.2 and 3.3.
The hill-top regime has no intrinsic initial condition problem for slow-roll inflation, as a
local maximum of the potential with |η| < 1 supports eternal inflation. This allows hill-top
models to start slow-roll inflation on their own, given enough time, without the need for
seeding via tunneling from a parent dS vacuum [59–61].
Down-hill inflection points support slow-roll eternal inflation if  < V at the inflection
point. Since our above examples satisfy this criterion, they are able to auto-initiate inflation
as well. More generally, for an inflection point with  & V a conservative estimate for
the initial condition space is the slow-roll viable interval ∆φ=1 of field values between the
boundaries of slow-roll  = 1 above and below the inflection point.
Given the above discussion, we furthermore quantify the fine-tuning of the (microscopic,
in the sense of 3-form flux parameters) scalar potential by the value of |∆W0/W0| between
Ntot = 60 total e-folds of slow-roll for a down-hill inflection point, and V
′ = 0 at the inflection
point. For a hill-top model there is no classically finite value for Ntot because V
′ = 0 on the
hill-top. Instead we quote the value of |∆W0/W0| between ns = 0.9 and V ′′ = 0 on the hill.5
The corresponding values are summarized in table 3.
3.5 Models with k 6= 0
So far we have neglected the GSW correction proportional to k2, cf. eq. (2.6). However, since∫
B3
c1 ∧ c1 ∧ c1 6= 0 in generic type IIB constructions descending from F-theory, considering
the case k 6= 0 seems unavoidable.6 As illustrated in the following benchmark models with
5For a given hill-top potential ns < n
max
s for some 0.933 < n
max
s < 1 upon tuning the quadratic term in
the Taylor expansion to zero, corresponding to V ′′ = 0 on the hill-top [62]. This motivates our criterion.
6This, however, does not mean that models with k = 0 are ruled out. As the authors of [36] have remarked,
the general structure of perturbative α′ corrections to the type IIB effective action is far from understood. It
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Figure 5. The scalar potential V as a function of t for the first model with k 6= 0 (a), and for the
second example, which is IBD (b). In both examples the Ka¨hler modulus axion is stabilized at τ = 0.
k = 1, it is still possible to find accidental inflation models and IBD models with a subsequent
dS minimum.
In particular, we present two single-field models with sets of closely related parameter
spaces. One of them is similar in structure to the first accidental model discussed in sec-
tion 3.2. The other one, as in the k = 0 case, is an IBD model. Note that for both models,
the inclusion of the GSW correction to the Ka¨hler potential comes at the price of more fine-
tuning for W0 and B. We find the following parameters for a model with the inflaton rolling
to the right, i.e., accidental inflation from an inflection point,
a =
2pi
13
, b =
2pi
44
, W0 = −3.242511203 , B = 0.1163 , ξˆ = 7 , (3.10)
as well as k = γ = A = 1. In this model, inflection point and dS minimum are located on
the real axis of T at t ≈ 11.8 and tmin ≈ 15.9, respectively.
An IBD-type model is found by slightly changing b, W0, B, and ξˆ, i.e.,
b =
2pi
43
, W0 = −5.1985632 , B = 0.131344 , ξˆ = 5.19 , (3.11)
with the other parameters unchanged. In this case, inflection point and dS minimum are
found on the real axis at t ≈ 14.4 and tmin ≈ 10.9, respectively. The scalar potentials of
both benchmark models are displayed in figure 5. The cosmologically relevant parameters
are summarized in table 4.
4 Conclusions
We have analyzed models of Ka¨hler moduli inflation with a subsequent dS vacuum in the
Ka¨hler uplifting scenario. In this setup, the generic AdS minimum of the supergravity scalar
potential is uplifted to a dS minimum by the interplay of the flux superpotential and the α′3-
correction to the Ka¨hler potential, parameterized by ξˆ. By means of a geometric necessary
may well be that in the future, corrections are found which change or cancel the present α′2 correction. In
fact, there are now serious arguments stating that the GSW correction can be removed via a non-trivial field
redefinition, cf. [38].
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Parameter Accidental IBD
ns 0.948 0.954
r 3.48 · 10−12 1.71 · 10−10
α −1.62 · 10−3 −1.71 · 10−3
β −4.16 · 10−5 −3.92 · 10−5
µ 1.33 · 10−8 1.35 · 10−8
y 1.64 · 10−9 2.05 · 10−9
tCMB 11.78238504 14.3969395
Table 4. Summary of cosmological parameters in our benchmark models with k = 1. In the accidental
model the inflaton rolls from left to right, in the IBD model the sides are reversed.
condition we have demonstrated that a recently discussed α′2-correction [36, 38], if present,
is a difficult but surmountable obstacle to model building. On the basis of six benchmark
models, we provide examples of different realizations of inflation with a dS minimum, even
including the GSW correction.
Specifically, five of our benchmark models have racetrack potentials and either belong to
the class of accidental inflation models or “inflation by deflation” (IBD) models. Their most
important properties can be summarized as follows. All models exhibit a red spectral index
0.94 < ns < 0.98 and negligible non-gaussianity, in accord with PLANCK data. The spectral
distortions signal is comparable to the standard single-field slow-roll predictions of the sim-
plest models, and thus is detectable by PRISM. In fact, PRISM is a very promising probe,
since its sensitivity allows to distinguish between otherwise degenerate models. Furthermore,
in all models the gravitino mass is of the same order as the inflationary Hubble scale, and the
compactified volume is stabilized at Vˆq ∼ O(100). Moreover, the IBD hilltop models stand
out regarding their possibly enhanced tensor-to-scalar ratio and enhanced running of the
spectral index. If a large enough portion of the power spectrum is probed, this can be used
to discern inflation models in the Ka¨hler uplifting scenario from simple field theory models.
Specifically, the example with α ∼ 0.01 can probably be tested by the next PLANCK data
release. In addition, we find the IBD models to be particularly appealing since they avoid
the overshooting problem and ameliorate the initial conditions problem. The width of the
flat hilltop, which is ∆φT ∼ 0.3MP for the canonically normalized inflaton scalar field, raises
the question whether some approximate symmetry restoration takes place in this region.
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A Generalized slow-roll equations of motion
The generalized supergravity slow-roll parameters are defined by [45, 49, 63]:
 =
Kij¯∂iV ∂j¯V
V 2
, (A.1a)
η = min
{
EV
(
Kim¯Nm¯j K
im¯Nm¯j¯
K i¯mNmj K
i¯mNmj¯
)}
, (A.1b)
where
Nij¯ =
∂i∂j¯V
V
, Nij =
∂i∂jV − Γlij∂lV
V
. (A.2)
The Christoffel symbol for the Ka¨hler moduli space is given by
Γlij = K
ln¯∂j∂i∂n¯K . (A.3)
Inflation ends when  = 1. Since we consider a single Ka¨hler modulus, η is a 2× 2 matrix.
The relevant equations of motion for the complex modulus T are given by
3H2 = KTT |T˙ |2 + V , (A.4a)
H˙ = −KTT (t˙2 + τ˙2) , (A.4b)
0 = T¨ + 3HT˙ + ΓTTT T˙
2 +KTT∂TV . (A.4c)
In addition, there is the complex conjugate of eq. (A.4c). This translates into the equations
of motion for t and τ as follows,
t¨+ 3Ht˙+ ΓTTT (t)(t˙
2 − τ˙2) + K
TT (t)
2
∂tV = 0 , (A.5a)
τ¨ + 3Hτ˙ + 2ΓTTT (t)t˙τ˙ +
KTT (t)
2
∂τV = 0 . (A.5b)
Since the Ka¨hler modulus is not canonically normalized, the standard expression for the
number of e-folds of exponential expansion changes. Assuming that τ is generically very
heavy, the resulting model is effectively a single-field model. In this case eq. (A.5b) simplifies
to
3Ht˙ ' −K
TT
2
∂tV (t, τ) . (A.6)
Using that KTT =
1
4Ktt and ∂TV ∂TV =
1
4
∂V
∂t
2
, we obtain the following expression for the
number of e-folds N ,
N ≈ 1
2
∫ t
tend
√
Ktt√

dt , (A.7)
where we have used that H2 ≈ 13V . This expression can be verified numerically by solving
the exact background dynamics. The additional factor of
√
Ktt is crucial in string theory
models because usually Ktt  1, especially in large volume scenarios. Therefore, it is more
difficult to generate enough e-folds on the one hand, and enhancing the scalar-to-tensor ratio
r on the other hand. This explains why string inflation models usually have a gravitational
wave signal even smaller than simple small-field models [34].
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Figure 6. An example of a dS minimum at large volume with sufficiently high barrier and the argued
α′2-correction taken into account.
B Meta-stable dS minima at large volume
Realizing a dS minimum at larger values of t without employing unrealistically large gauge
groups can be achieved by choosing a and b very close together, as carried out in [39]. There,
the authors found a dS minimum at tmin ≈ 42.5 using a = 2pi14 and b = 2pi15 , with k = 0 and
ξˆ = 3.41 · 10−3. However, there are two potential issues with this particular solution. First,
the barrier separating the dS minimum from the run-away direction is too small to support
the necessary longevity of the resulting universe. Second, for such low values of ξˆ the no-go
theorem eq. (2.11) puts a highly unreasonable bound on k, i.e. k . 0.3.
An example evading both of these caveats has the following parameter values
a =
2pi
45
, b =
2pi
41
, W0 = −0.822 , A = 1 , B = −1.263 , ξˆ = 16.92 , (B.1)
and k = 1. In this case, the model has a strongly stabilized minimum Vmin = 7.47 · 10−10
at tmin ≈ 38, corresponding to a volume Vˆq ≈ 646. The gravitino mass in this minimum
is m23/2 = 1.57 · 10−6 in Planck units. The corresponding scalar potential is illustrated in
figure 6.
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